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Isolated Complex Singularities 

Alan H. Durfee!) 

This note is a preliminary report on joint work with Richard Hain; 
the full details will appear shortly [4]. We will sketch a proof of the fol
lowing result: 

Theorem 1. Let L be the link of an isolated singular point of a com
plex algebraic variety X of dimension n. If s, t<n and s+t>n, then the 
cup product 

vanishes. 

Recall that the link L of a singular point is by definition the intersec
tion of the variety with a small sphere about that point. If the variety is 
n-dimensional and the singularity is isolated, then L is a real (2n -1)
manifold. 

This theorem shows that there are restrictions on the topology of 
isolated singular points of complex varieties. For example, any manifold 
of the form KXMXN where dimK<n, dimM<n, dimK+dimM>n 
and dim K + dim M + dim N = 2n - 1 cannot occur as such a link. The 
case n=2 of this theorem was shown in [14], where the Grauert contrac
tion theorem was used. Apparently this is the first known such restriction 
in higher dimensions. In fact, this result gives a necessary condition for 
contraction. For example, S2 X S2 X S3 cannot occur as the link of an 
isolated singular point, but it occurs as the link of P! Xp! in P! Xp! X C 2• 

Hence this set cannot be contracted to a point. The techniques used in 
this paper are similar to those used by Morgan to find an example of a 
homotopy type which cannot occur as a smooth algebraic variety. On the 
other hand, for any finite simplicial complex there is a quasi-projective 
variety (non-compact, with singularities) of the same homotopy type [1, 
Section 9]. 
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Theorem 1 will follow immediately from the next three results. 

Proposition 1. Let L be as above. Then Hm(L), for all m, has a weight 
filtration 

Cohomology with complex coefficients is all that is needed here, 
although the filtration is actually defined on cohomology with rational 
coefficients. 

We shall see that this proposition, as well as the following two propo
sitions, each have two proofs, one using mixed Hodge theory and the other 
by reducing modulo p and using the results of the Weil conjectures. (This 
is the usual situation for proofs of this type.) For example, this propo
sition follows from the existence of a mixed Hodge structure on the local 
cohomology of a point in a variety [2, Hodge III, 8.3.8]. A component 
of this mixed Hodge structure is a functorial weight filtration W on the 
cohomology groups Hm(L; Q), for all m. The fact that the weights go 
from 0 to 2m is easily derived from the construction. More generally, a 
mixed Hodge structure on a punctured neighborhood of one variety in 
another has been constructed by several authors [3, 6, 8]. 

Proposition 1 can also be proved by reducing modulo p; the weight 
filtration is then defined by eigenspaces of the Frobenius action. This type 
of argument is well known, and is sketched for the case of quasi projective 
varieties in [1]. A proof of Proposition 1 using these techniques is given 
in [5]. 

Proposition 2. Let L be as above. Then 

for m<n, and 

for m?:.n. 

This says that there are restrictions on the weight filtration: for m <n, 
the group Hm(L) can only have classes of weight 0 through m, and for m> 
n,the group Hm(L) can only have classes of weight m+ 1 through 2m. 
This result is only true for links of isolated singular points, unlike Propo
sition 1 which is true more generally for the punctured neighborhood of 
one variety in another. 

Again there are two ways of proving Proposition 2. The first (and 
original way) uses the decomposition theorem in intersection homology, 
which at this moment only has a Weil-conjecture-type proof [3, 12, 7]. The 
second proof uses only Hodge theory, and specifically, the Strong Lefschetz 
Theorem [13, 11]. 
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Proposition 3. The weight filtration on H'(L) in Proposition I is pre
served by cup products: for all s, t, 

Ws U WtC Ws+ t' 

Once again this proposition has two proofs. The Wei I-conjecture 
proof is simply to notice that the weight filtration, which is defined by the 
eigenspaces of the Frobenius action, is multiplicative. The Hodge-theoretic 
proof is one of the principal results in [4]. We sketch this next. 

A mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology of a space X is simply 
two filtrations, the weight filtration Wand the Hodge filtration F, satis
fying various properties. (For the rest of this discussion we will work over 
the complex numbers to simplify matters. The weight filtration should be 
defined over the real or rational numbers.) This mixed Hodge structure 
is usually the cohomology of a mixed Hodge complex, that is, a chain com
plex K with two filtrations Wand F. For example, if X is a smooth 
quasiprojective variety with compactification X such that X -X =D is a 
divisor with normal crossings, then K is the complex E(Xlog D) of smooth 
forms on X with logarithmic singularities along D, with its weight and 
Hodge filtrations defined as usual. 

To prove Proposition 3, over needs (roughly speaking) to find a mixed 
Hodge complex with a product which preserves these filtrations and 
induces the cup product in cohomology. Such a complex is called a multi
plicative mixed Hodge complex. For example, the complex E(Xlog D) 
with its wedge product is a multiplicative mixed Hodge complex for X. 

Unfortunately, all the mixed Hodge complexes used to prove Propo
sition I do not have a suitable wedge product. Hence it is necessary to 
find another mixed Hodge complex which does. The following construc
tion works in the more general situation of the link of one projective variety 
in another, and even for the complement of one link in another. Without 
loss of generality, we may replace the variety with its isolated singular 
point by a pair (X, D), where X is a smooth projective variety and D is a 
divisor with normal crossings. Thus L is the boundary of a neighbor
hood of D in X. If D has only one irreducible component, the complex 
E(Xlog D) localized along D is a multiplicative mixed Hodge complex for 
L; "localizing" here means dividing by the ideal of smooth forms vanishing 
on D. If E is another divisor, the complex E(X log DUE) localized along 
Dis similarily a mixed Hodge complex for the complement L-(LnE). 

When D=D1 U ... U Dr has more than one irreducible component, 
one proceeds as follows: Let Ti be a neighborhood of D i , and let Tt = 
Ti - (D n Ti)' If the neighborhoods are chosen correctly, T = U Ti is a 
neighborhood of D and L= U Tt. The complex E(Xlog DUE) localized 
along D has cohomology isomorphic to H*(Tt). One then combines these 
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complexes by taking "compatible forms" in the sense of Thom or Sullivan. 
This then gives a multiplicative mixed Hodge complex whose cohomology 
is isomorphic to the cohomology of L. A similar procedure is used in [9] 
for quasiprojective varieties. (This construction was also discovered inde
pendently by V. Navarro.) 

In addition, more than just the property of the cup product (as in 
Proposition 3) is true: 

If L is a link as above, then the real homotopy type of L has a mixed 
Hodge structure. In particular, the Malcev Lie algebra of the fundamental 
group of L has a mixed Hodge structure, and when L is simply-connected, 
the higher homotopy groups of L have a mixed Hodge structure. 

Typical corollaries are some of the following: 

-Let L be as above. Then Poincare duality 

is an isomorphism of mixed Hodge structures of type (-n, -n). Simi
larly, Alexander duality is also an isomorphism of mixed Hodge structures. 

-Let L be the complement of an "algebraic" link in the three-sphere. 
Then L is a formal space (in the sense of Sullivan). 

-There is a smooth simply-connected ll-manifold L with the rational 
cohomology ring of 2(S2 X S9)#(S5 X S6)#2(S~ X S1) which cannot occur as 
the link of an isolated singular point of a 6-dimensional variety. (Even 
though the cohomology ring of L could occur, the rational homotopy type 
cannot;) 
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